GROUPING OF LORDS PROPOSALS PROPOSED BY THE MEMBER IN CHARGE OF THE BILL

**Lords Amendments 47B and 47C engage financial privilege**

Starter homes; vacant high value local authority housing; neighbourhood right of appeal; carbon compliance standard; affordable housing contributions in small scale development; and sustainable drainage systems

Govt Motion to disagree to Lords Amendment 10B [E]

+ Govt Motion to disagree to 47B and 47C [E]

+ Govt Motion to insist on 97A and disagree to 97B [E]

+ Govt Motion to insist on disagreement to 108 and propose Govt (a) in lieu [E]

+ 109B [E]

+ Govt Motion to insist on disagreement to 110 and propose Govt (a) in lieu [E + E&W]

One hour after commencement of proceedings on the Lords Message

9 May 2016 By order of Mr Speaker

Notes:

In accordance with Standing Order No. 83O(2), the Speaker will certify the following motions as relating exclusively to **England [E]** and within devolved legislative competence:

- Govt Motion to disagree to Lords Amendment 10B
- Govt Motion to disagree to 47B and 47C
- Govt Motion to insist on 97A and disagree to 97B
- Govt Motion to insist on disagreement to 108 and propose Govt (a) in lieu
- Motion to agree 109B

In accordance with Standing Order No. 83O(2), the Speaker will certify the following motion as relating exclusively to **England [E]** and within devolved legislative competence in respect of Govt (a) in lieu of 110 and as relating exclusively to **England and Wales [E&W]** and within devolved legislative competence in respect of 110:

- Govt Motion to insist on disagreement to 110 and propose Govt (a) in lieu